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For our May edition, Finance Monthly has the pleasure to connect with Salvatore LaScala. With over 20 years of
hands-on experience to conduct investigations and compliance reviews on behalf of financial institution
clients responding to regulatory or law enforcement matters concerning anti-money laundering, Bank Secrecy
Act, USA PATRIOT Act and Office of Foreign Assets Control, he now co-leads Navigant Consulting’s Global
Investigations and Anti-Money Laundering Practice in New York. His company serves financial institutions
of all kinds by providing assistance with responding to Regulatory Actions in addition to more proactive
services. This work includes AML/Sanction Program compliance projects such as including Look-backs, CDD
remediations, Monitorships, Investigations, Risk Assessments, Compliance Gap Analyses, Model Validations,
NYSDFS Part 504 work and AML/Sanctions Compliance technology enhancement, implementation and
optimization. Navigant also provides investigators to clear FIU surge activity, outsourced FIU services, and
embedded compliance officers.
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Tell us a bit about your work in the field.

“The introduction of Artificial Intelligence, Machine
Learning and Robotics Process Automation lets
us provide more effective compliance and
investigative solutions than ever before.”

I lead large teams that regularly perform historical
transaction reviews (Lookbacks) and KYC/CDD/
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